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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Perl lab utilizes various transgenic mouse models to study molecular mechanisms of lung regeneration. The goal of our research is to identify cellular programs and lung specific stem cells that are activated during lung repair. We have established two mouse models: one for the repair of the alveolar compartment, the compartment of air exchange and a second one for the bronchiolar compartment, these are the conducting airways.

We are currently investigating two major cell surface receptors and their role in regeneration, one is the fibroblast growth factor (FGF) and the other one is the epidermal growth factor (EGF). We are also testing cell-type specific markers for their applicability to label tissue specific stem cells to follow their fate during lung regeneration.

Experiments for the summer projects will include: mouse breeding and genotyping, harvesting of lung tissue for RNA, Protein and histological analyses. Subsequent analysis of lung tissue will include histological sectioning, histological stainings, immunohistochemistry and imaging by light and fluorescent microscopy. Identification of cellular programs, which are involved in lung regeneration, will be critical to advance research on pharmaceutical targets for the treatment of emphysema and chronic obstructive lung disease.